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KISIMA 
POTATO SEED
Kisima remains the largest supplier of certified potato seed in 

Kenya, working closely with KEPHIS, CID and HZPC. We offer 

training, field days the seed is of the highest quality available 

here in Kenya.

Farmer’s comment; “I planted nine bags of Kisima Sherekea 

seed, it grew very thick and created a complete cover thus 

reducing any soil moisture loss. When it came time to 

harvest, my livestock loved the foliage and we harvested 110 

bags. Sherekea is in high demand in our local market.” Kinyua 

Mukindi – Manyagalo     

Impact Verification Study, by ACEF April 2017

This study has demonstrated the positive impact on yield 

and household incomes that planting certified or multiplied 

clean Kisima seed has had on smallholder potato farmers. 

The mean potato yield per acre produced by respondents 

during the previous season was over 6.1 MT, a 75% increase 

on the average yield produced, this translated to a net 

benefit of US$224 per season, or US$448 per year to the 

farmer. 

Over 1,800 smallholders benefited from the project in the 

second half of 2016, and the cumulative net benefit to date 

calculated over four years is US$1.9m. 
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Available Seed & Their Qualities

VARIETY

LOCAL VARIETIES

Sherekea

Asante

Dutch Robijn

Desiree

Unica

DUTCH VARIETY

Voyager

Challenger

Taurus

Sagitta

Panamera

SKIN COLOUR

Red

Pink

Red

Red

Red

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

FRESH COLOUR

Cream

Pale Yellow

Pale Yellow

Cream

Cream

Light Yellow

Light Yellow

Light Yellow

Light Yellow

Light Yellow

SHAPE

Oblong/Round

Round

Round

Oval

Oblong

Oval

Long Oval

Round Oval

Oval

Round Oval

BLIGHT 

RESISTANCE

Good

Good

Moderate

Susceptible

Good

Highly Susceptible

Highly Susceptible

Highly Susceptible

Highly Susceptible

Highly Susceptible

ALTITUDE 

(m.a.s.l)

1800-3000

>1500

>1600

>1800

>1400

>1400

>1400

>1500

>1400

>1400

Health
Gundua Health Centre 

There is overall improvement in the quality of health services 

provided. Patient waiting time has been reduced significantly, 

leading to increased client satisfaction and uptake of health 

services.

In the reporting period, there was a scale up in the number of 

mobile outreach activities with quarterly reviews for suitability and 

continuation of such services. 

Mobile clinics that didn’t perform well were shut down and new 

areas that required mobile outreach services were identified and 

established.

 

GHC offering the NHIF out-patient scheme, has drawn more 

patients from flower farms and persons who are self-employed 

and are members of the NHIF scheme that previously sought 

health services elsewhere.

Sadly our partnership with Rotatory Dentist has ended, however 

we are very grateful to a few of our friendly dentists who are 

willing to still continue coming to Kenya, we hope that we will 

see more dentists here.     

We greatly appreciate the support from the Gundua Foundation, 

Apotek Hjärtat www.apotekhjartat.se and the Department of 

Health Services, Meru County. Quality health care is a challenge 

facing many parts of the world. Thankfully the Gundua Health 

Centre is going some way towards elevating the challenges faced 

here in Buuri.    

Patient Data from April 2012 to December 2016
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Kianda Primary

2016/17 was the year for change at Kianda Primary, the school is situated east of the Ngare 

Ndare community, it’s a new school serving a new and ever-increasing community. With the 

help of Tiger Aspects we were able to build a new pit latrine toilet block with 12 toilets and 

a urinal. The pit latrine is concreted and feeds into a septic tank thus meaning that it will, 

we hope, never require to be emptied and thus be self-regulating. 

We rehabilitated the three original classrooms that the community had constructed and 

added two new classrooms. It is all too easy to march into a school and knock everything 

down and build a brand-new school. The challenge is that the community will loose 

connection with the school and the school will then be labeled a donor school. The trick is 

to improve on the infrastructure that is already there, thus valuing the contribution already 

made by the community and not losing the sense of ownership and pride in their school. The 

Kianda and Nguno community are very proud of what they have achieved, we are just 

fortunate to have been able to add to it.

The Kisima Foundation is not just a Meru County or Buuri District centric foundation. We do and will work where ever possible for the 

betterment of school children, agriculture and the county as a whole. 

Education

Gundua Foundation
Secondary & Primary School

2016 was a hard year for all schools in the country, sadly the 

school results were much lower than 2015. This was primarily 

due to a harder paper and possibly the students not taking the 

revision seriously, a valuable lesson learnt and I hope the current 

students will work even harder to ensure a better result for all. 

That being said Gundua remains in the top 3 day schools in Meru 

County.   

The primary school continues to dominate primary schools in 

Buuri, this has its own challenges as with success comes 

additional numbers of students. This will be a challenge going 

forward with the continued expansion of floriculture in the local 

area, and ever-increasing work forces will put additional 

challenges on local amenities.

The Gundua Foundation support to schools in Ex Lewa is just to 

the secondary and primary, we have started on the construction of 

the Ndurumuru primary school dinning hall and we are currently 

working on a new facility that will offer entrepreneurial courses  to 

primary school girls, this project will work in partnership with Hand 

in Hand International, we look forward to 2018.

 

This would never have been possible without the support of the 

Gundua Foundation and the countless people that have donated to 

Gundua in Sweden, the rainbow blessing will just have to do as 

there are two pots of gold at either end, primary and secondary 

and everything in-between! www.gunduafoundation.org



Liiki School for Special Needs

In 2016 working with the Royal African Safaris Foundation we secured the boundary of the Liiki School for Special needs in Nanyuki 

town. This required putting up a fence that would keep the children safe within the compound and with luck brighten up their lives a 

little. 

We used different colored corrugated iron sheets and built a very colorful boundary, however, this is all fine but life is always much 

richer when you have your own train and new swings in a new playground!

2,100 Children In School Feeding Program
 

What impact does porridge for breakfast, beans and maize for lunch have on a school child, you will have happy and motivated 

students that will not be half asleep in class or worrying where their next meal will come from. 

Two new classrooms, three newly refurbished old ones and the new toilet block at Kianda Primary.

The new colorful fence and play area with new swings and own train at Liiki School.



Agriculture

Small holder agriculture, food security, grassroots empowerment these are all the catchy phrases that are so often used these days.  

We at the Kisima Foundation host two field days annually and manage a demonstrate-station plant that is open all year round at the 

Agrinfo Center. 

Every effort is made to demonstrate small scale agriculture that is relevant to the small holder. Early in 2017 Kisima baled over 100,000 

bales of barley straw this was sold at a subsidized rate due to the extremely dry start to the year, the straw went truly country wide 

and would have resulted in alleviating the drought that was gripping the country.    
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Human Practice Foundation

We are thrilled, the Human Practice Foundation (www.humanpractice.org) have selected the Kisima Foundation as a suitable partner 

to work with to improve primary schools here in Meru. We will be starting with Kiboroine, completing the four unfinished classrooms 

and construction of three new ones. We will also be working at Maratati primary, renovating the seven existing classrooms, a new toilet 

block and additional classrooms. This is most exciting and I look forward to seeing the transformation of these schools. 

With appreciation 

Charlie Dyer, September 2017

Pupils enjoying a meal.

Feed the tummy, power the brain! We are always grateful for the support 

that we receive from the following foundations and friends that enable the 

positive trend in the schools to continue.

We would like to appreciate all those who have made it possible the 

Children in Need Foundation in Sweden, Embla Ladies from Norway, The 

Gundua Foundation, Käppala Skola and the Wegbratt Foundation. 


